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Appearance/ Represented by: Mr. W.A.P. Wijewickrama
Mr. C. Wijewickrama
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RTI Request filed on : 15.06.2017

IO responded on : N/A

First Appeal to DO filed on : 10.07.2017

DO responded on : N/A

Appeal to RTIC filed on : 08.08.2017

Brief Background Facts

The Appellant had requested the following information, by two information requests dated
15.06.2017.
“The principles and the foundation on which the buildings of “Sala Factory Hotel” (which was
destroyed on 05.06.2016 due to the Salawa Burst) belonging to Appellant were valuated and its
complete valuation report including the amount (�ulim�, price and rate for each valuation
done.”
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Upon the non-receipt of a response by the Information Officer (IO) and thereafter the Designated
Officer (DO), subsequent to the appeal made to the DO on 10.07.2017, the Appellant by a letter
dated 08.08.2017 had made an appeal to the Commission.

Matters Arising During the Hearing

The Appellant Mr. W.A.P. Wijewickrama was present before the Commission. The Information
Officer (IO) Mrs. W.C.E. Perera was also present before the Commission representing the Public
Authority (PA).

The PA stated that since it generally conducts valuations based on principles found in valuation
books, it did not have set documents to demonstrate the basis on which valuation was conducted
as requested by the Appellant. The PA further stated that it was awaiting instructions of the Hon.
Attorney General as there were cases pending before the Supreme Court and Human Rights
Commission of Sri Lanka concerning the Salawa Army Camp fire on 05.06.2016.

The Commission informed the PA that pending litigation is not a ground under which access to
information could be refused under the Right to Information Act, No. 12 of 2016. The Appellant
stated that the PA must declare the basis on which the valuation was done and to rationalize and
categorize the basis on which that valuation was conducted. Upon further querying of the PA by
the Commission, it stated that the valuation is usually conducted against the parameters of square
feet and/or material and that it would provide the valuation report vis a vis the parameter of
square feet to which the Appellant expressed his consent.

However, the Appellant raised his general concern on valuation being conducted based on
material since the buildings concerned were destructed by a fire following which the PA
informed that in such eventuality a condition report was generally prepared where the owners of
destructed property would sign and confirm the damages suffered. The PA perused the
documents it had brought before the Commission and informed the Commission that such a
condition report to that effect following a field inspection conducted on or around 13.06.2016
was available in the instant matter and agreed to provide a copy of such report to the Appellant.

Order

In the instant matter, in the absence of a justifiable ground in the Act under which the
information requested by the Appellant could be refused, the PA is directed to provide the
valuation report vis a vis the parameter of square feet within two weeks from the date of this
hearing. Furthermore, the Commission records the fact that the PA agreed to provide the
Condition Report on the Appellant’s damaged property.
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In the foregoing circumstances, the Commission reverses the decision of the IO upheld by the
DO as inferred by the absence of a response by them.

The Appeal is hereby concluded.


